UMass Fall 2022 Euphonium—Large Ensembles Audition Packet

1. Bach- Menuet I from Cello Suite 1, BWV 1007
2. Arnold- Four Scottish Dances, Mvt I
3. Williams- The Cowboys

Auditions to be held Tuesday Sept 6th
J. S. Bach
Cello Suite 1, BWV 1007: Menuet I & II
Performing edition for trombone by
Douglas Yeo

Menuet I  \( \frac{d}{\text{tempo}} = 108 \)

Four Scottish Dances by Arnold (No. 1 Only)

Arnold/Paynter

\( \text{\textit{molto marcato}} \)
The Cowboys
John Williams

Rehearsal Number 194 to Rehearsal Number 217
(Play BOTH parts, ignoring divisi, until measure 216. Play top part in measure 216.)